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Fixed Interest Update
Listed Investment Trusts (LITs)
We know that the Net Tangible Asset (NTA) value of a LIT represents the
value of the underlying assets. If we accept that the NTA represents the
true value of the underlying investments, then there is no logical reason for
the ASX unit price not to be at least equal to the NTA price.
Lower and less certain company dividend payments, along with the recent
rally in hybrid prices makes both sectors less attractive for income
investors.
As credit markets continue to improve, we should expect NTAs to move
back toward each LIT’s issue price. This means that LITs are still cheap
and represent excellent value offering attractive yields with potential capital
upside in the months ahead.

Attractive entry prices and distribution certainty - LITs look cheap
Credit LITs are relatively new to Australian investors with the first (MXT) only
launching in October 2017. So, it’s not surprising that when markets sold off during
the COVID meltdown, investors panicked and sold LITs without reference to their
true value, i.e. worth of the assets in the funds. Simply, no one knew what to
expect or how bad things would be.
Why wasn’t this surprising? Looking back to the GFC we saw similar behaviour in
bank issued capital notes (hybrids). Investors sold these securities without
considering that in the absence of a bank failure (we didn’t know how bad it would
be), they would return to the par (face) value over time. Buying hybrids in that
sell-off proved to be a sound investment; they continued to pay distributions and
prices rose back to face value, enhancing investor returns.
We can look at LITs through a similar lens. We know that the NTA of a LIT
represents the value of the underlying assets. Where the underlying assets are
traded (e.g. bonds), the NTA will change in line with the traded price of those
assets. LITs with few or no traded assets will see little or no change in the NTA
(e.g. MXT). Encouragingly, GCI which does hold traded assets has seen virtually
no change in its NTA, this is due to the quality and price stability of the underlying
securities. Other LITs though, have seen significant changes in their NTA;
importantly all have also improved as markets have stabilised.
The progressive recovery in LIT NTAs is a positive sign and confirms to us that
the institutional market’s assessment of the underlying assets has improved
significantly.
Figure 1: Listed Investment Trusts NTA and ASX-200 Performance
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LIT prices remain below their NTAs which cannot be justified
What is perplexing though is that the traded prices of LITs remain below their NTAs.
If we accept that the NTA represents the true value of the underlying investments,
then there is no logical reason for the ASX unit price not to be at least equal to the
NTA price. If investors are concerned that there might be losses to come in a LIT
portfolio, then this is already reflected in the published NTA.
Paraphrasing Independent Investment Research (IIR) Senior Analyst Rodney Lay
from his recent report on LITs; investors who dismiss what the NTA is telling us,
are in fact saying they know more about credit markets than the many thousands
of investment professionals who trade these markets each and every day.
In the IIR report, Lay goes into considerable detail about loss rates and the math
behind the valuation of credit securities. A simpler and certainly more crude
approach is to look back to the GFC where default rates reached circa 10%, far
worse than we have seen in other modern credit events and what has been
experienced this time.

Figure 2: History of Loan Defaults: US Loan Default Rate1
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We know though, that in credit (loans & bonds) even where there is a default, there
is a recovery value; i.e. debt investors generally see some level of return post a
default. The table below shows this historical experience. Applying these historical
recovery rates to the portfolio mix of each LIT, we calculate that the traded unit
prices continue to overestimate the extent of potential loss.

Figure 3: Credit Instruments – History of Recoveries1
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The move up in unit prices we see as a 2 stage process; firstly unit prices should
continue to move back towards NTA. Secondly, as credit markets continue to
improve, we should expect NTAs to move back toward each LIT’s issue price. This
means that LITs are still cheap and represent excellent value. Remember, what
happened to bank hybrids post the GFC.

What about the yield?
All LITs continue to meet their distribution targets. This is in stark contrast to
ordinary equity dividends where many companies have reduced or even deferred
dividend payments. We’ve always known that dividends are discretionary and
indeed this is what we have now seen in practice. Even the bank regulator APRA
has directed banks as to how they consider dividend payments. These directions
have not applied to bank hybrid distributions though and might explain the
substantial rally in hybrid prices. We see this sector as fully priced now with trading
margins back to pre-COVID levels.
The chart below shows the move in bank hybrid spreads against the current yield
levels available from ASX listed LITs. Again, LITs look very attractive. We also note
that most have exceeded their target distribution levels.

Figure 4: Trading Margins on Major Bank AT1 Listed Instruments
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LITs are primarily income products and as shown below offer attractive yields and
we would expect, further capital upside in the months ahead.
Figure 5: Target Cash Running Yields and Discount to NTA on LITs
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With hybrids moving back to levels we view as fully valued and equity dividends
uncertain, investors looking for regular income should refocus on the LIT sector
with attractive pricing and yields.
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